
 

 

Special Promotion Winter 2013/2014 

DrySystem including roof tarpaulin 

 

Edscha TS is ensuring improved safety on the roads with this unequalled promotion in time for the 

upcoming onset of winter.  

 

Water that shoots onto the road from truck roofs – up to 1000 litres can collect on a tarpaulin roof – 

has always been a huge hazard for traffic following the truck. Ice sheets that can fly in a wide arc onto 

the road can turn into deadly missiles for vehicles driving behind the truck. Prosecutions through to 

negligent homicide can be the more than unpleasant consequence for a shipping company and its 

driver. The greatest risk is the ice that forms overnight and that then comes loose during the day during 

transportation. Ice sheets with weights of 80-100 kilograms can be created – an incalculably high risk 

for every transport company.  

 

The design engineers at Edscha TS have developed a tried and tested system to free tarpaulin roofs of 

water quickly, safely and efficiently and prevent the formation of ice. The DrySystem pneumatic 

drainage system for roof tarpaulins comprises almond-shaped air chambers that are pumped up and 

thus not only lift the roof but also create additional longitudinal tension. This means that the buckle 

straps and the systems securing the side tarpaulins are not affected. An Edscha TS roof with DrySystem 

only rises to one third of the height of standard roof drainage systems by using the trucks own 

compressed air system. Edscha TS truck roofs can also be easily retrofitted with DrySystem. Non-

approved roof drainage systems harbour other risks and can, for example, lead to loose, flapping 

tarpaulins while driving, the buckle straps ripping off the roof bows, bent roof sections, ripping of the 

side securing systems and in extreme cases even the loss of entire roof tarpaulins.  

 

The advantages of DrySystem are obvious: Full guarantee on technology and roof tarpaulins, time 

savings – no manual removal of the ice sheets necessary, fuel savings by saving unnecessary water 

load, material savings through lesser lifting of the roof, increases in traffic safety through the absolute 

avoidance of loose ice sheets, water savings with its own wash system and lastly increases in legal 

security: the Edscha TS DrySystem simultaneously fulfils the requirements of § 23 of the ‘StVo’ Road 

Traffic Act and the employer’s liability insurance association.   

 

The DrySystem special promotion will run from November 1
st

, 2013 until March 31
st

, 2014. Edscha TS is 

offering the DrySystem including roof tarpaulin in this period at a special price that is substantially 

below the normal price.  
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